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Relationship Of This Report To Other NASA Reports
This report is the first section of a final report called for
by NASA --ontract, NAS10- 9892-Amendment 3, effective date, April 22,
1982. Tie first two sections of the final report constitute:
1. The Executive Summary
2. Final Report by Tasks
The rema'_ning three sections are SFFS manuals covering:
3. System configuration definition
4. System software documentation
5. System operation and troubleshooting
This report follows a report referred to as t!:e 4th Quarterly Report,
SFFS VI, .dated November 30, 1982.
The current contract, flAS10- 9392-S/A ?, extends the period
covered by the NAS10-9892-S/A 2 to 16 months. This makes the new
eni date March 31, 1983, and this date becomes the effective date
of this report. Table 1 lists reports ssbmi .ed under the f anal
contract, NA310-9892-S/A 2 & 3.
-1-
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Table 1.	 List of reports submitted under tlta ftnal contract for the
^.Satellite Freeze Forecast System (SFFS), NA310-9392, Amendments 2
and 3.
Date
---------------------------------------•-------------------------
Report Name Pages	 [
Dec. 31, 1981 Plan and Schedule Milestones 17
Feb. 23, 1982 First Quarterly Report 70
May 31, 1982 Second Quarterly Report 73
Aug. 31, 1932 Mid-Term (Nine Months) Report 82
Nov. 30, 1982 Fourth Quarterly Report 96
Mar. 15, 1983 Final Report, Rough Dra•'t 77
Apr. 14, 1983 Final Report, Executive Summary 39 l
Apr. 14, 1993 Final Report, Tasks 29
Apr. 14, 1983 System Manual, Conftguratton 16
Apr. 14, 1983 System Manual, Software 65
Apr. 14, 1983 System 'Manual, Operating 31
Total Pages 595
Two previous contracts, NAS10-9992 and VAS10-9892-5/A 1, covered
a six month and t ten month period, sequentially. The most recent
Amendment, S%A 3, adds 4 months to the 12 month period of
NAS10-9392-5\A 2, but Amendment 3 bec,1-ne effective during the contract
period for Amendment 2. Essentially, the NAS-9892 series is an
extension of a 3-year Contract, NAS10-9168. The mlationship between
this contract and previous NASA contracts that supported SFFS
development is shorn in Table 2.
Table 2 indtc3tes only two of eight exten3tons that took place
in NA31c-9'68 throui,h which a total of 	 ' was funned. NAS10-9992
totals	 -Waking the grand total received from 'NASA for SFFS
equipment and dev-21opmant under the contracts indicated in Table 2
to be	 Mr. U. Reed Barnett, NASA!KSC, has indicated that
the total level3pment costs have been approximately 1.2 million
ri
E,
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-Table 2.	 Listtng of NASA Contracts that have supported
SFFS Devi_3ame.^.'
[  
Short- i-=^le--------Contract No.----- Contract Period----------------
SFFS I NAS10-9163 10 Kv 77 -
T SFFS
SFFS
II
III
NA310-9169 ext.
NAS10-9168 ext. - 24 Jul q0
SFFS IV NAS10- 9892 31 Jul 90 - 31 Jan 81
SFFS V NA310-9392,
	
Al 1 Jan 30 - 30 Nov 81
1 SFFS V: NA310-9392,	 A, 1 Dec 8' - 30 Nov 82
. SFFS VI cont'd NA310-9892,
	
A3 Apr 81	 - 31 Mar 83
Cdollars. This figurer likely includes stk4 forerwning and accomprtnytttg
contracts such z3 1AS10-8920, NAS10-9611 and NAS10-9376.
The	 should be- usaa with caution stncea it includes
some work sponsored by NASA indicated above not referenced directly
as prac,-e,itng this report. Secondly, it ignores salaries and
equ[pment supplieA by TLAS that seated necessary to tha davelopm,3nt.
The as3u=pt ton that. thus,, two eompnn ants of the est [mate± rite tit-trly
equal (for they are eompan3attng) is a-Akla and such an aaaumption
scams rea3onabl s. Another complication that enters this estimate is
caused by the g^Vwtn of SFFS to include .iisseminatton of SFFS products
beyond ^e NWS forecasters in Ruskin, i.e. t-) e-ctension agents and
gru.rers. The separation of the integrated S 7 7S
 
into the opertttonal
r•
systam a': ^uskln irii the develo»mant system at Satnesville br[ngs
so^a ordt-• to this	 and avoids a significant portion of
the IFAS contribution. This scheme his been followed carafully in
preparinS this eXeCUtiVa yumm.try.
r-
r
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The Roman numeral following SFFS in the short title of the
varLD 1 3 contracts (3ee Table 2) is an approximate indication of the
years of development involved. The development required a period
,just 25 days le g s than 6 years.
Table 3. Listing of reports submitted under the indicated NASA
Contracts covering SFFS I through SFFS V. See Table 1 for SFFS VI
reports.
------------------------------------------------------------------
-
Date NASA Contract Report Short Title Pages
Sep. 1977 NA510-9169
-------------------------------------------------------------------
SFFS I First Quarter 8
Dec. 1977 01 if Second Quarter
Apr. 1978 It It Third Quarter 52
May 1978 " " User's Guide 186
Jun. 1978 It it Final 187
Sep. 1978 IIAS 10-9168 SFFS II Firs;: Quarter 28
Dec. 1978 " " Second Quarter 104
Mar. 1978 it It Third Quarter
Sep. 1979 " " Final 107
Oct. 1979 NA310-9168 S/A 8	 SFFS III First Quarter 56
Jan. 1980 " Second Quarter 92
Apr. 1980 it if Third Quarter 138
Jul. 1980 of S/A 9	 it Final 303
Aug. 25,'80	 NA310-9392 SFFS IV Milestones 31
Nov. 1990 " " Mid-term 154
Jan. 1981 " " Final 163
Feb. 28, '81 NAS10-989? S/A t	 SFFS V Milestones 17
Mar. 1931 " Eval. PLan
and lists 23
Aug. 1981 Mid-term & SFFS
Evaluation 85
Nov. 1981 NAS10-9892 S/A 1	 SFFS V Final 142
TOTAL PAGES 1881
* Report unavailable at time of developing this table.
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General Ackncvledgements
SFFS has undergone numerous changes during its development and
these have been the result of a large number of influences from a
long list of contributions to the project. NASA has provided funding
throug?-. the contracts listed above. OF/IFAS has executed these
contracts with cooperation from NOAH/NWS. In that process,
IFAS/Research has supported additional work as amendments to and
extensions of t:zese contracts. Since "IOAA/NWS has accepted the SFFS
operational system in December, 1961, they have provided upgrade
and maintenance funds for the computer portion of that system as
well as encouragement to IFAS to continue to support the effort.
For three years IFAS/Extension has supported efforts to disseminate
SFFS products to county agricultural a^ nts and recently, the Federal
Extension Service arm of USDA supported this effort through Grant
12
-05-300-535.
4n effort to ac,:nowledge personnel who have developed SFFS or
influenced that development in a significant way is appended to th_s
L'
	 report as Appendix B.
i
LO
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INTRODUCTION	 I
This report documents the completion of a six year project for
development of a Satellite Freeze Forecast System (SFFS), its
installation in the National Weather Service (NWS) office in Ruskin,
Florida, and its operational checkout and implementation in an
operational :node. The work was performed by the Institute of Food
and Agricultural Sciences (IFAS) at the University of Florida -der
contract to the NASA Kennedy Space Center, Florida, and in cooperation
t
with the 'T4S. Tnis project represents the develo pment of remote	 1
sensing technology and its application to resource management as
autZortzed under 'JASA'3 Earth Re3ource3 Management Program. Because
elements of this project were consistent with certain goals and
objectives of IFAS under its charter, substantial IFAS resources
were expended during the nond ,ict of the project in addition to NASA
funding.
The primary objective of the project at its i nception was the
development of a satelltte-based temperature monitoring and prediction
t
3y3te rn and the tran3fer of that system and its technology to the
NWS. The hardware components of that system consist of a computer
-6-
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contr,311ad acquisition, processing, and display system and the ten
automate' weather stAtions ca11Ad by that computer.
Two handouts that document the type of visibility that the
r
system en!oys are attached as Appendices 3 and C. A copy of a
^•	 manuscript that has reoently been prepared for the National Climate
r
.	 Program Office 1-as been attachedl as Appendix D because it provides
both an appreviated description of the system and provides a fairly
complete _'_st of publications resulting from the project.
i	
SFFS acquires satellite data from either one of two sources,
1	 surface iat3 fr:m 10 sites, displays the obse^ved data in the form
iof color-coded thermal map3 and in tables of automated w3athe:-
1
	
	
station te^Yaratures, computes predicted thermal maps when rrluested
and displays such maps either automatically or m_3nually, archives
{	 the datA acquired, and makes Comparisons with historical data.
Except for the last function, SFFS handles these tasks in a highly
automated fashion if the user so directs. The predicted thermal
.maps are the result of two models, one a physical energy budget of
the soli ani atmosphere interface and the other a statistical
relations'^ip between the sites at which the phy3ic•31 model predicts
i
temperatures and each of the pixels of the satellite thermal map.
L.
The primary project objective has been accomplished and that
system, ^_fled the Ope:-3ttonal System is in place and operating at.
Rusk i n. Florida. in the course of developing this system it bec•i-ne
"a
r-
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apparent that in additional system was required at the IFAS facility
in Gainesville, Florida, in order to permit hardware ani so"tware	 l
development and improvement to proceed in parallel to the system
operation, .o provide backup and redundant capability, and to minimize
logistics problems in system development. That system is called
the Deva_apment System and is installed and operating in Gainesville,	 i
Florida. The functional improvements Incorporated to the Development
System and its use in conjunction with the Operational System provide
greatly enhanced capability in weather monitoring for the state of
Florida and that parallel and synesgistie operation is called the
1
Integrate. System.
The Sxe^_utive Summary portion of this report and supplemental
documentation ref?rented herein describe those three systems as they
now exist at the termination of NASA support for the project. In
later sections of the report are contained a discussiOn of specific
t33 /C acconpi13"-ments during the final phase of the present contract.
The evcluF'_on of the system configuratton and the technical and
ooerational considerations influencing design Choi^es are d13cu33ed
in detail in prior reports referenced in the Forward of this s•,=ry.
rl
1
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SFFS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The SFFS Operational System
The Operational System is shorn as installed in the 'LUS office
at Ruskin, Florida, in Figure 1. The system configuration is shown
schematically in Figure 2. The system consists of a central computer
and operator control complex at Ruskin including a HP-21INX--M computer
with 448 Kbytes of memory. Figure 3 is a block diagram of the
operational system as it was envisioned in early stages of development
but still represents the system with two except!ons. The ;erational
system no:r has two sources of GOES data and the dissemination to
users other than the NWS forecasters is accompliJ 1-. ­ J through the
sister system, the development system, not pictured. A point is
that the operational system is a stand-alone system.
The Minicomputer System
A list of the components of the operational system is contained
r
in Table 4. The moat apparent compoient of the systera is the color
	
4
monitor on whi .2h the color coded thermal maps are displayed. The
-9-
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Fig. 1 . SFI S Operational System located in National Weather
Ser-rice Forecast Office in RL3kin, FL. A TI printer/terminal
and an HP CRT terminal are visible on left. The Conrac
color monitor, HP 21AX M, extender and Vadic modem
chassis occupy the left hand rack from top to bottom
while a mag tape and 17 megabit disc occupy right hand
racy.
monitor is apparent in Figure 1 by noting the dearly white shape of
Florida on the darker shaded TV screen near the center of the
photograph. The other cathode ray tube (CRT) screen in the system
is a part of the main terminal which provides the user with an
interface to the systam. This is a blac'1 and white screen arch is
used to reveal the exchange of information between the user and the
-10-
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system necessary to the systems use. A printer and ksy board are
apparent to the left in Figure 1. The printer terminal provides a
system console record, tabular output of the AWS data and predictions,
and by virtue of the keyboard this terminal serves as a back-up the
the CRT terminal.
WRC,WA Sri rM
Wrnif^E. i.+.r
I ll lof[: 3[a• i_ — O^a^
' ^ 3^ `M Vit 1.M1
RL MEf ^.CCV -:^ n^.^T
:^lN Vlyi Jw w^yi
SO'L	 T --
SOR=Ac_ 1.5
w^ 	 r r i
SJ' _	
7!	
III
41
lxSATELLITE
1
STAB %mED
yt =SR -a
IL 
I
i
. 
ss
^^^
I
F-PHCNi LINE
TV
 M^W^TOR
Lj5
_L_>ti..	 -'	 . _+i
Cv-T^ ,=1 JT	 --r.Cup
Pil.;N ER
Fig. 2.	 Diagram of the automatic weather station and its
relationship to the SFFS operational system.
SF?S is quita user friendly. Not only is it easy to start and
sto? but it is simple to manually request one or more optional tas%3
to be performed while SFFS continues its automatic tasks. For
example, a user may sit at the keyboard and re-display the satellite
^e
-11-
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GOES
' SATELLITE
NOAA
(FILES)
-------
^
U S E R S
N W S e. Q
d^7^tal i►^(phone) COMPUTER
digital
(phone) GROWERS
( NASA) AGENTS
KEY - T V	 (MEDIA)
STATIONS ORGANIZATIONS
Fig. 3. Block diagram of SFFS as it was ortatnally conceived
and as the operational system had developed by the end
of three years. SFFS acquired digtt3l TR through
tr^JS/Suitlind, tM, once per hour, and surface obst,^rvattons
from Key Stations by voice contact with volunteers by
phole .
map while changing the temperature limits of the color-coded rung.-i
so that a particular isotherm is reveal-id. The origtnal name for
the 3y3te-a ant.tc'pated this fact:ity, the free altn? forecast system.
The 3?? or JC line can be dt:iplayed as the tnterface between two of
the 3 colors available to the dta1,11ay systam. So SFFS operates
either automatically or with rapid rospon3P to user intervention in
-12-
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.a vary flexiblo, oombination of the manual and automAted modes.
Th» ay3tom's opersttonal convenience and flexiblUty are duo,
to larger part, to the fact th.it the users (the NWS, foreonstars) were
Itm-Aved in the systam • s devklopment ant contributed substantially
Lo the system's speeiftout toil .
SFFS is s computer controlled, weather data aequtsttton,
foreea:ating. .-an.i di:apl yy system ,ioveloped especially to nld frost
y•
C,n•eca:attng ^s^rvtcN y provt.ied by the National Weather SerVtoe(NWS)
of DOC/NJAA. S-leh s-vivtce• ha:a t..ikon plaon undar +an .igre vinont known
a:a the Faderal- State Fro-zit. W arnt ng Service. S-• rvtce to tho of t.mLi
growers .und oth^r frost monsttive+ aotivtttes has t.-1kon place for
more than 40 yeire through this cxiperatLve m;reamont betwe"n the
Nation,'. 'ar.ather Servico nnA tht, Univorstt.y of Florida's Inst.ttute
of Fool an,i Agricultural Scitil n.-as (L=AS).
The rrima: •y ol mne nts of SFFS aro located prominently, ju+t
Inside the front door of the Tampa Wa:it`za: • Forecacat Oft'tce, a
rol.ittvely no-d sn.i ;attractive facility near t`:e agricultural town
of Ruskin an.1 :approrlm:%tely 20 mtlrs SSW fr-am the cantor of Tampa,
Fl., r • i.ia (s p A Figure 1), SFFS acquires infrared temperature data
frua the SJES ::q s:. satellite (Figimes 3 & 4), we .lt.hor data ft%^rr ten
automat4d weather st.at.tons Atjtribut^?d over pan1iintil.ar • Flort.ia (Fig.
4), and dew p,3tnt temporstures from AFOS ( F i_4. 4). SFFS uses thty
tt
information to create and display color coded thermal mate y (both
I\
-13-
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currently observed and predicted) of Florida. Ftgure 5 is a photograph
i
of the display on the RGB monitor for 6:30 AM EST on January 13, 	 !1
1933.	 I
r	
GCES SATELLITE
L- pw-."
	
""`'•-`'^`,-	 DIRECT	 PRODUCTSJ	 ACCESS
^"--'--	 --1	 SYSTEM	 USERS
	
NOAA/NELS
	 GA!NBSVILLF,I
	
^oa a /t`1^vS ^-'	 I
SUITLAND,
	
-----MD.--- --^	 I
digrtal
	
(phone)	 I
'	 '	 r
KEY	 r	 ^^
STATIONS
	 cohlPUT^R^ i I	 Nwsr	 r--
'	 (IFAS)	 ^—	 FORECASTERSNOAA/NVYSl
RUSKIN,FLr	 r	 ,
'
	
	 FORECASTS
AFOS
^P I ^ULAR FLCRICA	 FLORIDA a S. GEORGIA
Fig. 4.	 Block diagrLm of SFFS Opera L- Lonal System indicating two
sources of satall ite data, 10 sources of surfa,;e weather
observations, and product dissemin.atton to the forecasters
in Ruskin and to users through their forecasts.
AcquisLtton of Satellite Data
1
SFFS is pri:nartly a data acquisition systera. Data are acquired
by telephone, the GOES via a 9600 Baud dedicated link or through a
-14-
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Fig. 5. This is a photo of the television sere n on which the
color coded thermal .Taps are displayed for a typical
but mild frost in 1933.
dial-up 1200 Baud link, and the ":.'r1S data v,3 a dial-up 300 Baud
link. These modems that permit the system to automatically utilize
the phone links to required data ba3es OCCUPY the space Just beneath
the minicomputer in the rack housing the color display. ine secor.d
rack to the rig':t houses the magnet'_c tape tran3port and the hard
disc systeM, both of which are necessary to storage and archival of
programs, data storage and archival.
SFFS is diagrammed in Figure 4 with related eleaents frxa which
I
-'15-
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Table 4. List of Component3 of the SFFS Operational System, Ruskin,
Fl.
------------------------------------------------------------------
Item	 Brief Description
------------------------------------------------------------------
Mini-computer	 - Hewlett-Packard Model 2112A (21,KX-M) w/448 Kbytes
of memory.
Terminal - HP Model 2645A CRT type w/16 Kbytes of mewry and
112 Kbytes of storage on two integrated magnetic
tape cassette drives.
Disc	 - HP Model 7905A Hard Disc drive with a 15 Mbyte
capacity.	 i
Printer	 - Texas Instruments Model 733A thermal type, 30
Char./sec. serves as a back-up to the CRT and a3
the system console.
	
t
Tape Drive - HP Model 7970B magnetic tape drive, 45 in/sec.,
800 B.P.I., stores 20 to 24 Mbytes on X400 inch
tape.
TV Monitor - Conrac Model 5211, a 19 in. high quality RGB color
display system. Tie system is capable of displaying
256 nori7Dntal pixels and 240 vertical pixels in
8 colors.
Modems
	
- 9500 baud dedicated line to development system in
Gainesville as a distributed system.
- 1200 Baud full duplex, autodializg for acquisition
of satellite data from Suitland, MD.
— 300 Baud full duplex, autodializg for calling 10
automatic weather stations.
AFOS Link - listen only link to the Automated Field Operations
System Data Gen =eral computer throw ► which weather
data and fo reca3ts are acquired.
data are acquired or to which prouuct3 are disseminated. The computer 	 1
system that is the heart of SFFS and which is pictured in Figure 1
occupie3 the small box in Figure 4 marked HP 1000 Computer, NOAA/NWS, 	
i
t
[I
e.	 r
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Ruskin, and which is located in the lower center of the diagram.
Satellite data is acquired from NOAA in Suitland via a 1200 bit per
second dial-up phone link. 	 Air temperature and soil temperature
Cprofiles as well as mean wind speed data are acquired from 10
automated weather stations (sometimes referred to as key stations)
by 300 bit per second dial-up phone links. The 10 automated stations
r-
and the minicomputer system located in Ruskin comprise SFFS and
s
represent a stand alone system much like the original conception
(cf Fig. 3).
Initially SFFS acquired satellite data by redigitizing analog
data arriving by GOES-TAP from Miami/NWS on ground line. Concern
regarding the effect that the two transformations on the data had
on temperature accuracy and the inflexibility introduced by enhancement
curves resulted in efforts to acquire the data in its or_gtnal
digital form. The two transformations refer to the digital to analog
conversion in Suitland, MD, and the redigitizing of the GOES-TAP
signal in Ruskin, FL. This concern was so great that no attempt
was made to retain the capability when the possibility of obtaining
the dt31tal data directly from Suitland developed. The initial
acquisition of data from Suitland via GOES-TAP was a temporary
solution to the satellite data acquisition problem and is not
t
recommended for consideration except in cases in which there is no
4
(^	 opportunity to obtain the data in its original form. Incidentally, 	 i
t	 SFrS acluired data via this route very reliably and the resulting
t
r
a
1i
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products were received with excitement because the redigitizing
permit:.ed the creation of much finer (apparent higher resolution)
detail than the original data contained. The color maps had a
smoother appearance than those that were created directly from the
original dig_t31 data. The attractiveness of this smoothing or 	 r
1. .
interpolation to many of the viewers of products (and numerous
opportunities were found to test the product before potential
agricultural users) caused the developers to retain a two-way
interpo'_3tton option in the SFFS display to this day.
For the f_nal three years of SFFS development, SFFS has had
the ab'_lity to acquire a Florida sector of the GOES East IR data
via a 1200 Baud dial-up telephone link to a port operated by NOAA/NWS
in FOB-4, Suit-and, Md. Initially, the port was covered by a Vadic
modem leased by SFFS but eventually NOAA/NWS took over this
respon3i5ility because additional users were given permission to
use the port b y NOAa/Y4S. Concern that the port, might be busy when
SFFS was attempting to acquire data diminished because the other
users apparently exercised the port in the daytime. This port
provided a--Ce33 to a queue that Was set up by NOAH/VWS especially
for, S _7S operation. The queue is filled under an exper1m. ental
priori,., i.e. seconda ^y to operational tasks. Consequently, the
time t-at tze queue is filled with data from a particular hour is
a variable. SF?S is p-ogram-ed to call and pick up the nest recent
map3 with instructions to check the list of those available against
Ic
f^
t
r
r
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a list of previous acquisitions. Since the maps come in at variable
times, SFFS was frequently instructed to call at least twice during
an hour and to pick up two maps if necessary. Even with this type
of conditional acquisition software the reliabi'ity of data acquisition
W39 relatively low and when the data was acquired it was frequently
delayed by several hours after the satellite had originally scanned
the earth's surface. Table 5 summarizes some of the experience with
this mezod of acquiring satellite data.
Table 5. Success rates and average delays experienced by SFFS in
acquiring GOES digital data via Suitland, MD.
Mean
Period YR	 System	 Success Rate Mean Delay
------------------------------------------------------------------
	
173 hrs 1931	 Development	 60p	 1.6 hrs
	
720 hrs 1931	 Operational	 50%	 2.5 hrs
	
45 'ors 1932	 Operational	 78%	 1.8 hrs
	
5 hrs 19633
	
Operational	 100'0	 1.5 hrs
SFFS can be programmed to collect all the satellite data that
arrives in the Suitland queue but at considerable telephone cost,
i.e. by making numerous calls when data is expected but not received.
Consequently the success rates begin to reflect the instances in
which the queue is not filled for some rea3Jn. As long as SFFS"s
queue l,3 filled under an experimenta l, priority and the Suitland
sj stem's operational requirements remain as large, there :deems to
-19-
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be little hope that the reliability would be muc. "retter than 75%
i
and the delays less than one hour. A rather complete study of the
channels through which the data had to travel in the Suitland system
before becoming available to SFFS provided no expectation that the
reliability of this method would increase or that the delay could
	 1
t
be appreciably decreased.
Although the use of this link to the satellite data is considered
the primary link, data in Table 5 reveals that it is infrequently
used. It works well when the operational load on the Suitland
	
1
computers is relatively light.
r--
Automated Telephone Linkages
The operating system has two telephone line connection types.
One is to a dedicated line through a M96 Paradyne 9600 Baud modem.
	 Q
This is the link over which the distributed system software operates
	
rl
and through which the satellite data is transferred from the
	 t!
development system to the operating system. The second is a series
of Vadic modems that plug into a sipporting chassis containing a
common switching power supply. One of thesz modems is 1200 Baud
full duplex and it handles the link to Suitland. The second modem
in this Chassis is a 300 Baud full duplex model with which the
automated weatar stations are called.
These mode-M3 are not under maintenance agreements and when
It
11
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there a:•croblems withP them the development team generallyP becomes
1•
rinvolved to see if the nature of the problem can be isolated with	 1
^
te3t3 on the computer and with visual observations of the status of
the lights on the front of chassis.	 In the Casa of the M96 (which
t-	 belongs to the Climatology Lab and which was obtained through the
CommunioatLons Division of the Department of General Services of
the State of Florida) it 0 often possible to exchange it temporarily.
In the cash of the Vadic, a trade with one of the elements from the
development system will get the operational system back on line.
Surface Weather Stations
The ground Automated Weather Station (AWS) consists of a 10m
tower which supports three shielded (top and bottom), naturally
aspirated, air temperature sensors at 1.5, 3 and 9 meters; a
light-chopper anemometer at 10m; a weatherproof container for  the
L	 microproce33or controlled data acquisition system and telephone
modem; and connections to three soil temperature probes at the soil
surface, 10 cm, and 50 cm beneath the s-a rf'ice. Some of the stations
have had net pyri-3diometers exposed in the past but these were riot
Installed during the 82-93 season. Table 6 declares the locations
of the automated weather stations and lists the owner of the land
4
on which they are located. Notice that 4 are on N74S property while
the remainder are on IFAS lands. Of the 6 that are on IFAS land,
of thes-3 ars located at Agricultural Extension Centers and 4 are
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at branch Agricultural Experiment Stations.
Table 6.	 List of locations of SFFS Autocratic Weather Stations with
an indication of the affiliation of the cooperator on whose property
the station is located.
------------------------------------------------------------------
Station No.	 Location Affiliation
1. Tallahassee Airport NWS
2. Jacksonville Airport NWS
3. Gainesville, Horticulture Unit IFAS
4. Tavares, Extension Center IFAS
5. Ruskin, Weather Forecast Offic NWS
6. Bartow, Extension Center IFAS
7. West Palm Beach Airport NWS
8. Belleglade, Experiment Station IFAS
9. Inmokalee, Experiment Station IFAS
10. Homestead, Expert-nent Station IFAS
Predicted Products
Since its conception SFFS was to have forecasting ability.
The data froa the AWS are requtred as inputs to the P-model, "P"
standing for physical and predictive, which provides forecasted
temperatures for each of the AWS sites. Current tnputs to ?-model
include air temperature at 1.5, 3.0 and 9.Om, soil temperature at
0, 10 and 50^m depth, mean wind speed, net radiation, and dew point
temperature. A table is generated on the system console which is
updated eve ry hour and which contains the observed 1.5n air temperatures 	
1
and the predicted temperatures from the next hour through 7AM.
The S-model, "S" standing for space and statistical, accepts
-22-
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`•	 the foracasted temperatures for each of the 10 AWS sites and uses
Ithem in conjunction with the most recent satellite map to produce
predicted thermal :naps for a given nrnber of hours into the future.
The se::eduling options provide for the selection of these number of
C
hours, e.g. 1, 3, 5, & 7, may be choo3en. The S-model contains a
set of coefficients for each pixel that indicates the weight that
1	 each AWS prediction will have in the deteiaination of its future
r
temperature. Several sets of coefficients have been produced. For
•'	 most conditions the distance weighted set seems to work the best,
!
!
However, these coefficients offer an opportunity for the distribution
of temperatures from historic freezes to influence the S-model output.
SFFS Development System
The system located in 2116 HS-PP, the Climatology Laboratory
of the =ruit Cops Department, OF/IFAS, in Gainesville, has been
ter-ned the development system to differentiate it from the operational
system located in Ruskin, Florida.
C
+ 	 Minicomputer System
The development sys t em has a very similar minicomputer to that
which contaais the operational system, i.e. a Hewlett.-Packard 1000
[1
c
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Series. The hoart or tho dovHlopment sysL om i y .r IIP 21MX-E. The
two ay y tam y have boo:i purposely kept very shuil y r' 30 that prograx.i
d^ivalopeu on ih,e "::" wt 11 run with no mo,it Clot; tton on the• "M" (the
It,,skin mao'itnw). All the+ state+m^*nts that. have boon m.tde about the
operatl. ia' system apply also to the dovelopmont aystoiu, t .n. tt
can noquire satslliter date rroin Sot Hand, woathe+r dat.i from th+t
; g ut omatad weather stnt.lons , t-un the models, d t splay the products
an.t more. It has multiplo tormlrr:tl cap.-011ity, i.e, a nurltiplexor
ti,at. ractIIt. ttos the progr • .rminIng of the coin pute+r from sevornI
thrmtnals at the same+ t.lare+. its print.or i:i hotter • Butt i t,-) hr;ntirlg
out. nu3+rous p^odr.rm:+, rough di-arts or re+port3, coni iguratlon
documentation, etc. A pLotter is inelu,tee.i from whloh the P-:no,lol
evtii^ ►ntton. hrve been praiucee,l. T.iiblo 7 provt,iees a l ist of coinpotionta
of the davolop m cit systoia.
-24-
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Table 7.	 Components of the SFFS Development System, University of
Florida, Gainesville, Florida.
----item
------------------------------------------------------------------
BriefDescription
Mini-computer	 -
--------
Hewlett-Packard Model 2113A (21MX-E) with 768
Kbytes of memory
Terminals	 - 2 ea.	 HP Model	 2645", w116  Kbytes of self-
contained memory.
	 One terminal has a pair of
Integrated cassatte magnetic tape drivr .q , each
with a capacity of 112 Kbytes of storage.
- 3 ea HP Model 2621 w/4 Kbytes of memory. One
of these contains an integral thermal printer.
System console	 - Texas Instruments Model 733A thermal paper type
printer.
Discs	 - 3 ea. HP Model 7900A discs with 5 Mbyte per
disc (2.5 Mbyte of which is removable.
- 1 ea HP Model 7912P Winchester type disc with
67.5 Mbyte capacity.
Tape drive	 - HP Model 7970B, 300 BPI, 20 to 24 Mbytes per
2400	 reel.
Printer	 - HP Model 2635A medium duty impact matrix with
approx.	 180 cna-acters per se-, ond speed.	 A
keyboard permits use as a back-up terminal.
L,
11
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Table 7 (:^ontnued).
TQlevt3 ,.Dn dis^l3y - -Conrac t`:o,iet Rti`! - 1^, 19 in. TV mcn or from
NASA, RG3, cauable of displaying 736 horizontal
pixels and 480 vertical ptxals in 8 colors.
An additional white over-lay channel is
non-destructive to under-lain colors. This
dtsplAy system is an Intermedi; model 4601.
Additionally 3 Hewlett-Packard model 912008
system drives a Panasonic model CT-1910M monitor
displaying 256 horizontal pixels and 240 vertical
pixels. The HP systev, emulates the Ruskin
display system.
Plotter	 - HP Model 7210 singly -pan with a resolution of
100 points per in.
Modems
	 - 1 ea. 9600 Baud dedicated line modem serving
the other,
 hal f of the distributed system link
w!th the	 machine, Paradyne model M96.
- 1 es. 300 Baud full duplex autodial modems
integratet in a Vadic chassis.
-- 2 ea. 300 Baud full duplex an:iwer-only modem
in same cha3313.
- 1 ea. 1200 Baud full duplex autodtal modem in
3 _lme C11333 t3 .
- 1 ea. 300/1200 Baud full duplex answer-only
auto spend detection modem in sane chassis.
Antenna interfaces - HP 12566 data Interface card and lab developed
and installed hand-soaking signal prod using
circuits.
_?6_
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Fig;. 6.	 SFFS direct downlink from GOES locnt . ad dust East of
i{S!PP Bldg. on the OF %ampuv in Gsine;+villa, Flortda.
Re0ently, :n odor- to NoU taste the interface with the anteruvi
nyvtom ( sea Fig. 6), the "E" tl:i:A bear upgraded to a virtual memory
operating syatam called RTE-6 % VM. A Winchester disc h,ui been added
f
	
to brtng the total 1tsc space to 80 mogthytes. The antenn.i yyltecr,
S 
was tnst.illAd :n Novembor of 1981 and the intarfactng to the
.i^v•^l.^pnent sys:.am became oporattona. on February 22, 1997. Since
its tnstall .Atton the Antenn.i ,iy:it.am haA been operated 24 hour•s ,'day,
-27-
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7 dnya '.re-ik t:) t ,st its rel tzbIIity. It is e!itA=,%to,j that t!W
antenna his been inapenative for lon.i than 50 hi^xirs .iur4 t.,w s f.ii l.u•+
of a eomponant of the sntanna system. A view of Lhr 5 m,-Ler dtsh
is shown in Figure 6.
The development s-stem exists in n Lxhoratory environment avid
in, consoluently, in n rather oonst.ant st%te of ch1rig". Expar•tments
riro in progress d.3t ly to expand an,i refine the downlink-, expedite
they
 exchange of satellite dat..a and AFOS prv.iuct.s with limikin, improve
the products storeA in queues to the iFAS Computer Notwor •k VAX, utt
t
provtde exper l :antsl links with put-enttal u9e , rs of tho SFFS lute
products (Fin. 7).
Cur • : •ontly, the development sy3tarn lm.l two ope:vt.i.-n,il
str oche,i VLSSR TR for SM and coma.ini: ^'
the s. ► tallite data to Rir^kin iml
,?.	 Dt s3iminato SFFS pro,iucts beyond the• NWC For,• : ^.^• ^'•
tnro ,igh the TFAS Computer System.
Ant enna System
T';.- sacond ,%-•y ru.inn,, r• in whi,-h SITS acquires GO E., I:ASf IR r•'•
I s through thj -inte^nn.i s;• 3tom vi ii the klAvulop anent
Gai:iesv;l;e. T'ne antenn.i ,iyeL, • :n h:I:I been	 in pry,
r • c art3 '.'1 AOMO	 It. eonst.ita of a 5-nrNt.dr dish, n low
-, ?-
c.
	Ij	
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of the components of the Integrated SFFS
System with the exception of the newest component FAST
which may be placed above the the SFFS Antenna System
(Direct Access System) and be interfaced initially with
that antenna and to the development system (i.e.
Climatology).
ampltfter (LNA), a down converter, a demodulator, a transmission
line with line drivers, two blt synchronizers and a sectorizer.
The output from the sectorizer is interfaced with a interface card
to the development system minicor1?uter referred to as the "E".
Tabli 8. provides a list of the components of the antenna system.
l:
_ten_
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Table 8. List of components of the Direct Downlink Antenna .ystem,
a part of the Sc.S Development System in Gainesville, Floridi.
Item	 Brief Descriptton
------------------------------------------------------------------
Antenna	
- Scientific Atlanta 5 mater dish Model 3556-51with
AZ-EL adJu3table raount assembly.
Feedhorn
	
	 - Band pass filter, isolator, low noise amplifier,
dipole receptor, and 1/4 wave cavity.
Cable
	
	 - T_.F. banlpas3 line amp, filter assembly, and power
supply.
Down converter - Oscillator, phase lock multiplier, filters, mixer,
post amp, cable drivers, and power supply.
Demodulator	 PSK Mode_ 728.
Sit Stream Syn2 - EMP 'lode: 720 PCM & DECOM Systems Inc. Model 7135
PCM.
Sectorizer
	
	 - EMR Model 922 Frame synchronizer and Sectorizer,
GO -_S PCM S'_mulator and bit error detector.
There are several advantages to this link: over the Suitland
link:
1. T'ne link 13 more rella ble. There have only been a matter of
hou^s of down tree s' zce the antenna was first interfaced on
Feb. 22, 1992, and same of these were _au3ed by experiments
on the S; 3te'1.
2. Tne delay is redace- to zero. The Florida secto ,, is availabl°
to SFFS approximately 6 minutes after the hour and after the
half -ho'_. .	 C
3. D.t3 is av_'Llable t,:^-e as frequently. The antenna provides
IR data every half holr whereas the Suitland system made no
-30-
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attempt to link the half hour data to the Florida queue.
4. Also, twice as much apparent resolution is available, i.e.
the IR data comes down from both the TR sensors.
5. The data comes down in binary, i.e. there are 256 individual
temperature steps of 0.5C. The data from Suitland has been
translated into ASCII characters. Since there are only 92
characters, the temperature range must be truncated. Tnis
led to the less than 14F truncation in the freeze maps for
1981 and 1982 when unusually cold temperatures occurred in
Florida and were below the resolution of the Suitland data.
The a3jor disadvantage of the downlink is tha' it cost about
$40,000 for equipmtz nt initially, and approxi:nat:aly $30,000 in
redundant equipment h33 been acquired to increase its reliability
since its installation. Without the redundancy, a new antenna with
the same capability would cost about $75,000. The cost of tnstallLng
and operating the antenna has beer roughly estimated x35,000 per
year, with the cost of maintatnIn g personnel expertise being the
most di'ftcult portion of this cost to e3timata.
Since February 22, 1982, the development system has been very
relLable in I's downlink of GOES-FAS? IR data. Tt has continuoiL311
performed this task to provide an estimate of the reliability of
t'
-31-
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such a link. The reliability is surprisingly high since the down
time his been a matter of hours during a period in excess of one
year. Some or tile down time that oecurrad w;s due to experiments
with the link t^) bring visible data down. Currently, the development
system is capable of downlinktng either Visible or infrared data 	 I
but not both at the sage time. During the Fall of 1992, a decision
was mad-3 to dis3aminate SFFS products to the Agricultural Extension
Agents that =aka up the APPLE Network through the IFAS Compute;,
System (Figs. 7 and 3). As the frost season continued the development
system `aecana rare arts more affective in passing to the 1 7AS Computer
System the 71ortd3 sector of the 113 data on a routine basis. That
effort c.,ntinued through the wirnt.ar and is still in effect at the
time of writing this report. The reliability of the link: from the
development HP to the IFAS VAX is nearly as great is that for the
downlink itse_r, t.e. the antenna 3stem plus the development system.
The d133-3-aination of SFFS pr •aiucts to users beyond the forecasters
now occ.ir3 fro:a the development system through the IFAS VAX and to
the extens_-z agents of the APPLE Network.
Product Dissemination
The SFFS dev•3.opment system di33Nmirt.ate9 SFFS products by two
routes. ^ne or t ' ?se is clearly indicated in Figure 7 and it involves
the IFAS Computer 'Network VAX 11-750 super ,nintcompiiter. This is
-32-
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at	 Fig. S.	 Apple II Plus used as a SFFS terminal. Two disc drives,
a clock, a software controlled modem, and a color monitor
are needed for a complete system capable of automatic
data acquisition, display and arzhival.
the primary route to the county agricultural ag-?nts that cooperate
as members of what has been callad the SFFS APPLE Network-. These
members are no longer restricted to the APPLE TT Plus (Fig. 8) as
a SFFS terminal and this nxn:^ is 31:3p_!zg into non-use. There are
nOw morO than 1J county offices that h3'.? the ability to interrogate
the IFAS VAX for SFFS products. The SFFS development system
automatically feeds these products `_3 the IFAS VAX by calling over
a 1200 Baud telephone link muc;t like the one that is made between
the SFFS minicomputer and the Sui land port, except that the Florida
-33-
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sector moves from SF7S to VAX rather than the other direction. The
APPLE software ha3 been modilteo to permit 17AS users to interrogate
the VAX automatically Just as they use ,: to call ports in the
development system. Currently, these IFAS users retain the ability
to operate through the SFFS development minicomputer directly if 	
[.
the VAX is inoperative.
Policy restricts 1-AS VA.X use to IcAS persaznel. Consequently,
all non-17AS users continue to access the SFFS products through the
SFFS development system directly. These users all operate under .an
"experimentallabel", i.e. they are considered parr of an eXp-rtment
with such communications. These users researchers in other
universities, a few television stations, and a fear members of the
private sector (mostly out of state). 4 policy is followed that
indicates that the path to this information by computer link is
through the county agent"s microcomputer. Lake County has expanded
to a hard disk system to ac:!omoda';e 10 growers who are members of
that network. Other counties have designate' a privately owned
microcomputer 33 the c - unt;,: ^D.mputer to pery_t experiaents to take
place with the products.
The uric,,ocozaputers tna^ ,an acquire SFFS products and display
them have increased to include the :3M PC and the Zenith Z-100.
Software .°or these machines ^_ve b?-?n develo ei with help from a
near organization known as FAST (sea comments in F litu^e D'itlook
-34-
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The integrated System
The combined system as it is frequently presented is shown in
Figure 7. There are several advantages. Ei:her system can acquire
the satellite data from Suitland and either system can acquire the
automated weather station data.
FIn the latter case, a recent change in the phone system on
campus makes it impossible for the Gainesville system to call the
i	 automated weather stations on any network except Suncom. The line
I quality of Suncom is so much lower than normal phone connections
that tie programs that control AWS rust run longer an.: make more
tries to run to egiial performance rates that can be achieved from
the Ruskin system.
The coordination between the operational team in Ruskin and
the development team in Gainesville across the 9600 Baud dedicated
line via the distributed system (DS/1000-1J1) innrea3es with experience.
Satellite data flows to Ruskin and A?OS da^a flows to Gainesville.
i 'nformatton exchange between operators is facilitated by software
that permits the display of a message on the screen at the other
location interactively when both parties too the co=unication are
IresponjIng.
—35—
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FUTURE OUTLOOK
Antenna Systems
So far, only t-ie Gainesville system can downlink GOES. Fio,dever,
there are po33i'oilitie3 that either or both the Rus.cin system and
the FAST syste= will acquire this capability in the future. Only
the Rusk-1 SY3ta_ can interface AFOS because of its location and of
course it Must be operational to present the products to the
forecasters there. Currently, only the development system disseminates
products heyon-4 t ;e forecaster. '.'here has been a untested policy
voiced by IBIS that their system, the operational system, is not to
be used for di33enination. If this policy is reversed the Ruskin
system could loa-4 some of the county APPLES directly or load the
IFAS VAX which is turn provide3 ports for the county APPLES. The
IFAS compu`e- under a policy that only IFAS prograin personnel
can acqu'_re an a.:!ount. Consequently, the few non-IFAS accounts
for SFFS pr y a2—. 3 are sarvic ed directly from the development systam	 a
in Gainesville .vier an "experimental 1-Abe;."
-36-
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The Florida Agricultural Services and Technology corporation
cane into existence in January 1983. It seems quite likely that
FAST will take over the operational tasks that the development system
has accumulated. FAST is not drawn in the diagram of SFFS in Figure
7 because the CDC Cyber 730 that is to constCtute the main computerin
the FAST system is not expected to be in place until a couple of
weeks following the effective date of this report. It is expected
to quickly become a portion of the integrated system and as time
I C	 passas it will rise to the prominent position in the integrated
system. There are likely to be links with the development system
and through it to the operational system.
Downl inking GOES
If FAST :ake3 over the operational task of downiinking GOES
there must be effective links with the I=AS VAX and with the
operational syst4m.
 in Ruskin since both of these sytems require
satellite data in real time. It is unli{ely that FAST will operate
the downlink without first providing assurance that those current
users of GOES IR would be able to continue such uses.
?art of this investment in the downlink is justified by the
#	 realization that the antenna downlinks visible as well as infrared
data. These data have potential in water management and marine
ss°
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WE:FAX data also comes down through the antenna rind it seams to
provides an alternative source for much of the material that AFOS
transmits. In a broeiden agricultural weather inform.ition system
such as FAST many of these products arc expected to find application.
AccpjLsLtioa of Au^-omnted Weather Station Data
Prevtously in this r f )por•t the ten automated weather stations
(AWS) have been listed along with thatr affiliation (Table 6). Three
yoxr.3 9&-) these stations made the transttion Fran miniial (voice over
telephone) to automat Le (microprocessor-ctxnputer telephone coruieetion
under Software control) by the add t t ion or Dnrcom data ac quis tt ion
systems at the st.ition:e.
Wl.tn the end of NASA 3uppor• t for SFFS in effort has been made
to support each AWS locally. First, the two dome stations, t.ee.
the one ai. Ruskin and the one in Gainesville arc to be matntatned
locally by the NWS operational toam And the TEAS development team
r•e.rpaetively. Secondly, the two County Extarnston Center stations
are to be tnte4grated into automated st ition3 :iu-ve d by tnloroeoiputors
(APPLE TT "s) that rare located near the station prior to the 83-44
1	 t
season. Theee two st.ittons are ovarsean by Mr. Tom Oswilt and Mr.
John L. •Inck3on, both veteran cooperators with SFFS development.
Theee stat. L,ans are located at Tavares and Bartow. Of the recn.;tning
-33-
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6 stations, 3 are oil 	 turf and 3 on NWS land. NOAH/NWS h,r.r
1t picked up the telephone tine oharges for thaLr 3 and each of the
branch expertment stations (TEAS) has takon over the line Costs ay
of the end of Mar-oh, 1 984. In stiaLtiiry, the AWS network con t inuen
to exist in a cooper•:ittve arranK,3ment with the local partLcipant.s.
An effort is in prohrenzi to have the participants retriev•) ttio
sensors and the Darcom3 and store them locally unt. t t next Fall. An
(nAt.ruotton sheet has boon drv ,0oped for retrieval an,i inatzllgtion
i
an.t will become pint of thn SFFS manual.
1.
Satellite Communications
t	 Sevu-;•al grant propoi.ils q r•e in progrozizi. One iva:i h,3en n-rintioned
11 previously which is a cooperative effort betwPan T'rAS and the
Communicattons Div Ls Lan of tho Depar • tmont or Genertl Services of
the State of Florida to provtda up and dow-rl inks to satellites in
both the weathet• .ind the general communtcattons 3reaLi. Another
proposal tnvolv ,3a the development of satelltte, radar, an.i light.riing
data	 link:i to all to the .i.i	 tit of w:it4r resources
•	 by the Water Man.iz .,ment Dtstrict. q or Flor• L,ia. NQA3A/KSC' hze shown
xnetntera3t in thts effort becatr:^;e of puss i b i l t t. tea of the prow L s Lon
of both resoarch ari.i dat t t.r •an:mil i:iLon links important to tho sp.';ce
I
shuttle lln-iing mLsstori.
f.
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AG3IC7_ TMAL WEATIM DIFORMA IOV DIS SE^U:4ATICN IV FLORIDA 
Florida as:'_culturisLa benefit from space-age technology applied to a much
older problam `or taose ;rho farm
 In tiia Florida climate--the occasional frost or
freeza. Color-coled t':-rm31 maps of the Florida peninsula were printed on the covers
of the April iss : as (1931 & 1982) of the Florida Grower &Rancher (Vols. 74 & 75),
as wel l, as on t_:e cover of the October, 19di . or ciencs(Vol.-16 586) and in the
Institute of Foad and., -^iculturai Sciences ( _T Frul Crops Fact Sheet 68. They
document the free==s of January 13, 1981 and January 12, 1982 and serve as exmnples
of products from :.he 33t3ilite Frost Forecast System (SFFS).
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-"'rte'---^	 ,• S-'J it
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, I
I
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 EXTENSION1	 SJi ^ L... 1, 	 ^ -
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I
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Block cialran of SFFS as it operated during the Winter
of 1962--3, e7!ihasizin^; the co=Ltnication linkages.
I Prepara.i _	 National Climate P rogram Off ic-3 s7Jnsor`ed Conieren e and
'..333 .3, Fl., 77-24 Mar 	 113? b;	 n3V j i:22`tt?o1f, PrC.'?a30^ Of
C	 3•.i Paul :I. Heinenatin, Doatorate Caniidate, Fruit Crop3 Dept.,
17AS, uni-..	 '__ , Gainesville, FI. 32611.
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SFFS has bean developed by the Climatology Laboratory- of the Fruit Crops
Department cf the Instit+lte of Food and Agricultural Scienc«ts (I°AS) o f the Univer-sity
of Florida with support from the "iational Aeronautics and Space Administration
( NASA). SFFS acquira3 Ja tallite s4ns4d tampe.ratur93 from th3 eastarn Geo3tati3rary
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) operated by tha National Earth Satellite
Service, National Oceaaio and Atmospheric Administration (NOW of the Department
of Commerce. Instructions within a NAS'-supplisd minicomputer, the heart of SFFS,
p-irtttton the temperature data into color bands and cause the resulting map to be
displayed on a color TV screen within minutes of the reception of the satellite data.
SFFS not only acquires temperatures from GOES to display thermal maps in color
but also schedules programs which i  predict future temperaturra during the frost night.
A sister minicomputer in Ruskin interrogates via telephone 10 automated weather
stattons (called kay stations on the block diagram) over the peninsula of Florida
to acquire air temperature, soil temperature, wind speed and net radiation. These
data are used by a modal that solves the surface energy budget equation at each
sits. The modal predicts the temperature fall at each of the ten sites for the
ro-aaindar of the night. A second modal takes predicted temperatures froo the first
model and fabricates t:isr:..al maps for each night by rsc:alltng the temperature patterns
from past frosts and free=es. Prediction maps have the same configuration as the
observed maps, and till system can display the two maps side by side. It can subtract
one map from the other and display temperature differences as a third reap. This
latter proca3s provides an excellent test of the predictability of the models as
t'he forecasts are verif :3d.
Dtsseminatton of S?FS products currently occurs through an Pxperimer.tal network
to eitht Florida Count y Exten3ton Cffices and one to Southern Georgia. Efforts are
underway to use that 1 ?At3 Computer Network to provide d1330!tnination ports for the
system. This will increase the number, of ports that IFAS) personnel may call with
APPLE II <ind II: microcomputers to acquire SFFS products. An exp-^rimant too.: place
in Like and O-ange Counties Ill which 10 growers recatved satellite views by calla::-4
an APPLE II in tie E xtension renter in T.avar:as. One co---ercial television station
Is periodically acquirtng the products on an experimental Msts and seven, Stations
113ve been fallowing the development with interest.
Savar:Al products ha-.re been dloseminated that do not require display by the
Ricroco.aputar and colo r TV. One is a black-ani-whtt-^ printout of satellite map
data. The map u3ds sy-mbols which can be egjiated back to temperature through a
translation table incorporstad in the printout. These records of the freeze are
u3t^d in :issassment o" frost damaage and in modifying harvesting decisions. Such
pr,)d. ►ct3 are easily and raptAly ccptad for distribution. Recently, a link with
AFOS, the compute— controlled communication network. used by NOAA/`T.4S to handle
his been deve :)pad to p333 th e frost 'wirnirij bullat'.ns d av3loped
by t^l@ ^i:vJ 2J 't'^a9t Jfi:,: '.^l U3ki:1 t0 the SFFS network (see' dt.:iar.3m).
SF'rS has sa-ved aS a forerunne^ to Florida Agricultural 3ctence and Technology
(FASP), a not-for-prom-. corporatiDn that. proposes to dtssotninate products lIks
Uioaa de:nonstratad by S':'S but cove^ing the broad area of' agric k.iltural whath-)r and
cltnata information. 3 is serving a,, an experi:aental toot In fe33'.bilit.y stu3i^s
rolat•?d tO Zc,lui3ttLon o:' ra.ttr and AFOS data, in antictpation of produ^.ts that
de3crtb4 prectpit3tLJn, evap:)transp iration and severe w°lther p atterns in much the
alma way SFFS displays frost hazards. Agrtcultur'_sts in F1or.da should have
opportunttiai to display highly tailorod :we-ither and climate products on color TV
roni:ors driven by Wtc;^:o^_put a^s intarrogatin.; data bases in the IFAS compute—
n,!^ twork and FAST. Such r'a_,i31y	 produ_ts are likely to aid agrie^rlturists,
and resource cam agsr3 in general, to more efficiently anti efrecttvely utilize the
most valitablo rasaurce In Florida, its climate.
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Tne foreward of this report contains acknowledgements of the
NASA Co^.tr3ets and the single USDA/Extension Grant that has supported
this work and a closely related activity. This Appendix contains
acknowledgements to many of a relatively large nL nber of individuals
I	 and team =embers who have in some way made significant contributions
I
to the evelopment of SFFS. The acknowledgements are in no way
exhaust?-ie and this is especially true for cases in the early stars
of the development. For these deficiencies, the author of this
appendix apologizes.
Personnel
In general, the Climatology Laboratory personnel of the Fruit
Crops Department of the Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences
o f the 'Jniversity of Florida, Sainesville, Florida, has taken
re;pons — :i_`,y for the development of SFFS as a unit. Figure 1
provides an organizational 2hart of that Laboratory with personnel
ir.dicat?d :'aat filled the positions in many cases throughout the
SFFS dev-a:op=ent and in some cases only for periods extending from
late	 :o the present. Some of the personnel indicated in figure
	 t
1 worker with '1ASA s ipeort while others were supported by IFAS
salaries cr with funds from other grants. The core of the team:
'n-? ?I, - ._ oyste^s	 ^'_, t,	 '. the en3i:iear3, re_.Iain on IFAS
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Figure 1. Organizational chart for Climatology Laboratory, Fruit
Crops Department, effective for the winter and spring
Of 1932-0-13.
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salaries by policy while the remaining members of the team may be
and frequently are supported by grant funds or assistantships.
The following ac;nowledgements are included to provide some
appreciation for personnel who do not show up on the organization
chart along with some indication of their contributions (items 1
through 3). Items 3, 4, and 5 provide some addition insight into
the type of contributions that members of the climatology team have
made during the SFFS development and mentions, in some cases, team
members who have moved on to other activities but deserve acknowledgement
for their contributions while they served on the team. Finally,
Item 6 points to some publications that have acknowledged such
contributions.
1. Principal Invesitgator Changes: Seldom does a
project survive one change in principal investigator;
this ievelopment has sustained two. Dr. Jon F.
Bart::--__, initiated the effort and remained in charge
for a p proximately the first year !SEES I in Table
1 ) . Dr. Jo' n F. Gerber assumed the position in
addition to job as Director of the IFAS Grants Office
during and interim period (approximately SFFS II in
Table 1'. while Dr. J. David Martsolf was moving from
"'he Fe~:^sy'_vania State University to the University
of Dr. Martsolf has directed the development
since 7=_ptember 1979 which includes Pha3es III, TV,
t
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V, and VI. Perhaps the major reason the project
was no: adve: •sely affected by these changes is that
Dr. Gerber had taken a keen interest in the effort
since the beginning and Dr. Martsolf had served as
3 consultant to the project on several occasions
prior to accepting the principal investigators
responsibilities.
Tatllo 1. List of Six SFFS Development Stages with an
indication of the period covered by each stage.
Stage	 Period Covered
	
Contract No.
S -FS .. Sept-'77 - June '78 NAS10-Q168
SFFS Ii: Sept-'78 - Sept. '79 NAS10-9169 A
SFFS III: Oct.	 '7 Q - Jul. '80 NAS10-9168 A8,9
S 7 1-S IV: Aug.	 '80 - .1an. '81 NAS10-9892
SFFS V: Feb.	 '91	 - Nov. '81 NAS10-9392 Al
1?FS 7':: Dec.	 '81	 - Y-ir. '83 NAS10-9992 A2,3
2. NASA Contract Monitor changes: Mr. C. Dale Pope
hanJled these duties d::ring the early stag-s of SFFS
devel-)pment under the supervision of Mr. 11. Read
1
fl
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Barna.t . Mr. Franc W. 4orn, Jr. served with Mr.
,- rne:t ..ring the early and paid periods of development
to ti,e replaced by Mr. Richard Withrow during the
last two phases.
3. Per;cnnel with unusually long tenures in SFFS
develcpient: M_ • . James G. Ceorg has been a consultant
with `_"e pro.4ect since its conception. Initially,
he rep-esented NOAuVNWS as the MIC of the Federal-State
Frost 'oi3rning Service, Lakeland, FL, and OF/IFAS
since *!^is position had portfolio in both organizations.
Upon r etirement from NWS he accepted part-time
reSDOn31b11ities for SFFS development and has made
contributions in general planning, user acceptance
and -;,e: rtzfinement. Mr. Ferris Jo hnson, Jr. and
Mr. i. Fu;ene Hannah have been members of the
devel_-=ent staff since before the project began
and a= s oh represent a major contribution by
.?aS/: -_search sr:l ce their salaries originate in that
^.r. . re. rick L. Crosby has coopernted with
the 'e:e_opment s_noe the start frcm his position
3s `Set-onolog:st in Charge of the NWS Forecast Office
t	 in ':.ck_n. Mr. Barnett"s representation of NASA 's
:.3S ._:.t;e'; ty sea l y L'gL131 to these mentioned
in th
i
s paragr3ph and Dr. John F. Gerber of IFAS
has s'.:pper:e^ the e-ffort since its ~eginning. One
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of the r..a!n programmers with the effort, Mr. Fred
S .o:^ aZS has been with the team since 1978. The
of er main programmer, Mr. Robert Dillon ,joined the
team full time in 1980.
4. P-evicus Post-Doctorate Support: Dr. Ellen Chen
finished her doctorate program during the early
portions of the development and continued to support
the effort as a post-doctorate until January of
1y51. Dr. Robert Sutherland remained on the staff
until mid
-1979 and became the chief author of the
P-model in the process. Dr. Pierce Jones assumed
Dr. Chen"s responsibilities in 1981 and contributed
a sensitivity analysis of P-model's predictions to
va:-_ou3 input parameters before returning to complete
r-^evious work later that year.
5. Previous programming and clerical su;,port: It is
-*Ite typical of programs of this type to provide
part-time employment to students studying computer
s_ier.ce as programmers anJ to students who can
benefit from experience in laboratory clerical
S
- 'es. `4:. Bogdan Pelczynskl, Kr. Stev;?n E. Lasley
,a^,; del Valle were very productive programmers
for relatively short periods during the SFFS
;e_opme^.t and the programs they developed have
t
I
161 k—I r-
it
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served as good foundations for current software.
Mr. Robert Lee preceeded Mr. Jon Boczkiewicz in
programming the :microcomputers and these e: forts
have greatly aided in the exposure of SFFS products
beyond the Ni1S forecasters. Ms. Cynthia M. Weygant,
Ms. Nancy Guzman, and Ms. Isabel Fernandez, the
latter with draftsperson duties, have each contributed
to the documentation of SFFS development through
the n:merous reports submitted to NASA and articles
publi3hed in journals and magazines.
6. Additional d—..umentation of aclm owledgements: The
following publications have published ac;m owledgements
that supplement those provided by this appendix:
l
i
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PUBLICATIONS T11A r PROVIDE ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Martsolf, J. D. 1992. Satellitc thermal maps provide detailed view
and comparisons of freezes. Proc. Fla. State Hort. Soc. 95:(in press).
Martsclf, J. David. 1979. Frost protection: A Rapidly Changing Program.
Proc. Fla. State liort. Soc. 92:22-25.
	
Martsolf, J. David. 1980. An Improved Satellite F rost Warning System.
	 ^}
Proc. Fla. State Hort. Soc. 93:41-44.
l
Martsolf, J. David. 198'. A Satellite Frost Forecasting System for
	
Florida. in: Weiss, A. (Editor) Computer Techniques and Meteorological
	 r
Data Applied to Problems of Agriculture and Forestry: a Workshop.
NSF ATu-8020422 Proceedings, 143-164.
Martsol°, J. D. and J. F. Gerber. 1981. Florida Satellite Frost
Forecast System Documents Freezes of January, 1981, and 1: Refined
for Future Seasons. Proc. Fla. State Hort. Soc. 94:39-43.
o^0
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^! ATF1-L1TF WF.A'TFIER INFORMATION DISSEMINATION 14 FLORIDAI
Florida doe=s: , n c.1'«: •d benefit from spaot-ag* tec'-=olagy applied to :1 a-I,:h
olJor problaa for '..has" 41a crpI.Lali r a on the Floridl cliwate--thc oceadionsl rr33t
or fr*o=d. Color-cased thermal :iapd of the Florida peninsula ware prtntad on the
Cover3 0: the April issued ( 1 931 b 1932) of the Florida urowor A Ranehsr (Vols. Tit
1'5). 
 as :all as on the cover or the October. 1 ,151 Hart Sc_eno,•TVoT:` Z^:59b) and in
the ltlxtitut^ or F.-:-,.i n:3 a p ioultural Sclt• n^aj (IF,1S .ru Crotpi Fact Sheet. 58.1'hey document the frehsds o.. January 13, 1 . 81 and January 12, l y A? and servew as
examplaa or products from the S:%tollite Frost Foroo.nit Sys,'.OM (tiFFS).
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SFFS has been developed by the Climatology Laboratory of the Fruit Crops
D-Peet:sent of t.19 _n3t_t •ita of Food ald Agriouiture.i Scienc±s (IFAS) of t.:e Jnivirstty
of Florida wtta support from the N iC Lonal Asrnnautics and Space ad2ini3trstion(NASD. SFFS ac,uir a s satellite sensed tempar •atur• -s frcm the ea3 1 -4rn Gsosta:tora. j
Operational Envir37uentai Satellite (GOES) oparate!d by the National Earth Satellite
Sar•vice, National Oceanic and At,-o3phertc Administration (NOAH) of tt^e Department
of Co=erce. Instruction:+ within a NASA-supplied minicomputer, the hssrt of SFFS,
p rrtitton the tem perature data i ► ito color bands and cause the resulting map to be
displayed on a color TV screen within minutes of th3 reception of the satellite data.
SFFS not only acquire--4 temperatures from GOES to display th «!rmal =M In color
but al so s,:hsdules programs which predict future tooperratures during t;ne frost night.
A sister minicomputer in Ruskin interrogates via telephone 10 automated w-gather
vtation3 (called 'k9y stations on the block diagram) over the p,A ninsula of Florida
to acquire air temperature, soil temperatu re, wind speed and riet radiation. These
data are usod by a cod,-1 that salves the surface energy budget equation at each
rite. The model predicts the temperature fall at each of the ten sites for the
remainder of the night. A second model t..iku*3 predicted temperatures from the first
model and fabricates th y :-::al maps for each night by recalling file Lcmpenturc,! patterns
ft •om past frosts and freezes. Prediction maps have the seise configuration as the
o;nserved map,, and tht system can display the t.wo maps side by side. It can subtract
one map from the other and display temperature differen-es a3 a third cap. This
latter process provides are excellent test of the predictability of the models as
the forecast3 are verified.
Dissemination of S TFS products currently occurs through an experimental netwnrk
to eight Florida County Extension Offices and one in south3rn Georgia. Efforts are
underway to use t'^.e IFAS C.^mputer "Network to provide dL3JeaLnat Ion ports for the
system. This will increase the numberof ports that 1FAS personnel may call with
APPLE II and III microcomputers to acquire SFFS products. An expar• icsnt took place
in Lake and Ora:3gs Countte3 in whi-h 10 ;;ro:.ers rocetved satellite vt-4w3 by oiling
an Al':'LE II in the Exter.3ion CentAr in Tavares. One eo =ercial television station
Is period Lc-illy z:quirtn; the products on an expartm+!ntal basis and saver.31 stations
have b.A A:i follow l.n= the cieveloprzant with interest.
Sav,^c • .il p:•:du;^t3 havtt bA?n dis3srainated that do not require display by the
mterocomputer And color TV. One to a blade-and-::Nits printout of sritelltt,- map
data. The* map uses syMbols Which can ba equated back to temperature through a
translation table incorporated in the printout. Thee,- records of the freeze ar.-
u:aed to as9++3sn!g1t of °rest. d.imati? an.i to modtfy:nt tng decisions. Such
products are easily ar:d ra pidly copied for dtstribution. Ra: ently, a link with
AFO;,	 ne'.w^rk use! by NJAA/ y"WS to Kandla
wo-0.1ior inf or ma'. i-n, hZ3 b ®en dd.,, ,.ope,l to p.ijs the : rc3z. 'wir •ninjj bulletins devaljpt►d
by the N.43 forecast office in Ruskin to the SFFS network (seal dtagran).
SFFS 11.33	 a:+ .a f_rcrunn•, r to Florida A;;ricult+rral Sci.3nce and T-cnnology
(FAsr), a not-f.,~_:,.o°'t ^!,—par at t--r that. propos'3 t-) di:;3eninat + products like
tho:;o ,1 , ' by but co% ` Ing th.+ ',, r,-,Ad •ar •-i 'igrioultural weather and
CILMata information. SFFS is se: • :: r- as an expertm•,4 t31 .-Iol in feasibility Studies
rcIntrd tc^ a:qu'_sitioh Cr ^id.ir • and AFOS d.it.i, in ar.ttcipitt.)n of produ-ts that.
.to s s-rtbe pr ecip` t.ion, s ,. ipotranspirat ton and severe w4ithor patterns in rich the
nar; i wAy SF F3	 Ala".r i_l.	 ^ ►,rl,'i:it'.^:5^9 in Flor', !3 shoull have	 1k
.--pportllnLti p3 to d:spla.; hIghiy tailor •a,t weather i:`'	 products on color TV
C' ^;litJr^ cirtY A rl	 i-^^, "^'	 `:'^ j ' ► ,•t.`.-;l'. t;l,j 	^^ bis43 1  the ,'Ali CJ1)'itdr
network zuil FA r. s.c:z rapid:y c. .n:ii:.zte.i pre.Ni;:cts are li p to aid s;riculturists,
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INTRODUCTION
The computer-controlled data acquisition, processing, and
.•
	
	 dissemination system that has recently been developed at the University
of Florida 's called the Satellite Frost Forecast System (SFFS).
F• Most of the following discussion will concern SFFS but in light of
a second generation system that is emerging from experiences with
SFFS.
` SFFS :s a highly focused system. It has been created to fit
a singular situation, frost. Color coded thermal maps are its
primary products (see Fig. 1). Models provide forecasts of thermal
maps that the satellite is expected to observe hours in the future.
t'
Insights that have accrued through the experiments with SFFS
provide a fertile environment in which to experiment with a larger
system which has a much broader aim. Demands on SFFS for connecting
ports provide ccnvincing eviddnce that a larger, system is required.
A larger system is developing as the Florida Agricultural Science
and Technology (FAST) syst:im. In many ways SFFS is the model upon
which FAST is dev-lo p ing. When FAST becomes operational, one of
its initial tasks will be to assume the responsibilities that OF/IFAS
has for SFFS oper.3tion, e.g. direct downlink of GOES and dissemination
of products beyond the NWS forecasters. Consequently, it seems
appropriate to discu33 Florida's development of climate and weather
information acquisition and dissemination in terms of what we have
learned t`irough SFFS, indicating how that experience will help build
FAST.
THE SATELLITF FROST FOSECAST SYSTIN-
The first of two minicomputers that are the grain components of
the Satellite Frost Forecast System (SFFS) was delivered in July of
1977. SFFS has evolved a:opreciably since than ('Moods, 1 1-)77; Sutherland
and Bartholic, 1177; Bartholto and SutharInnA, 1973; Woods, 1979;
Sutherland, et al., 1979; Martsolf, 1979, 1980abcd; Gaby, 1980;
Sutherland, 1930; Barnett, et al., 1080; `artsolf, 1980abcd, 1931abc,
Gerber, 1 0 51; `9artsolf, 1992) . SFFS has developed with support fr%n
1 1-'lorida Agricultural Experiment Station Journal Series No. 4038
NASA Contracts, NASIO-9168 & NAS10-9,992, arts acknowledged-.--7a—par
pra3anted to NOAH Natl. Climate Program Office spon-sored Workshop,
Mar. 22-24, 1933, Tallahassee, FL.
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Fie:. i .	 Black and white rendition k , the pr l mar•y SFFS product.
This is a phota of the telOV is ion soreen on which the
color coded thermal maps are displayed for a typical
but mild frost in 1983.
OF/IFAS and NASA (Contracts NAS10-9168 and NA310-4992) and with the
eooperati,)n of NWS, over a pze • ioA of almost 6 y! irs. The lajt NASA
contract for SFFS development has an end date of 31 March 1983.
NJAA/N'+JS assumed -esponsibiltty for the SFFS operational computer
system on Dacember 1. 1982, and shares resronstbtitty for the
automated weather statLons with OF/I.FAS as of this March.
SFFS was originally runcetva.i zs not only a system with a very
ingular purpose but of stand-alone configuration (Fig. 2). The
singular purpose broadened somewhat to include disseminati,)n to
	 S
firo.ers through county extension agent3 as the hardware tnerPased
to include a development system and a direct downlink from the
satellite. It simplifies the description to discuss SFFS as three
syatem3:
1. the operational system
2. the developmental system
3. the integrated :yste.n
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The operational system is located in Ruskin, Florida, where
the Greater Tampa Say NWS Forecast Office and radar are located.
This is also the site of the Federal-State Frost Warning Service,
a memorandum of understanding between iVnJ and :'F/ IF AS that has a
history of more than 40 years of productive service to Florida
agriculture and which has recently been updated to the Federal—State
Agricultural Weather Service.
,yam	 GOES
r^	 SATELLITE
NOAA
(FILES)
(phone)
KEY
STATIONS
(IFAS)
USERS
e. p.
GRO%IiERS
AGENTS
TV (MEDIA)
ORGANIZATIONS
IN S
COMPUTER	 digital
(phone)
(NASA)
Fig. ?. Block diagram of SFFS as it was origin,' ly conceived.
and as the operational syst• , .-r had level,) ;;^d by the end
of throe years. SFFS ac q uired digital IR through
I^WS/Suitland, MD, once per h:xir, and surface observations
from Key Station; by voice ^ontact with volunteers by
phone.
SITS OPERATIONAL SYSTF4M
Description
The operational system can stand i!:rne. (Figure 3) It is locatad
in Rusk!n, Fl at the t1WS Forecast Office. Table 1 lists the equipment
that acquires the data, processes it i:to products and displays
these products for the meteorologists use in making their frost
forecasts.
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Table 1. Components list of the Operational System of SF,-
Ruskin, Fl.
------------------------------------------------------------------
T_tem	 Brief Description
------------------------------------------------------------------
Mini-computer	 - Hewlett-Packard Model 2112A (21Y.L-M) w/448 Kbytes
of memory.
Terminal - HP Model 2645A CRT type w/16 Kbytes of memory and
112 Kbytes of storage on two integrated magnetic
tape cassette drives.
Disc
	
- HP Model 7905A Hard Disc drive with a 15 Mbyte
capacity.
Printer - Texas Instruments Model 733A thermal type, 30
Char./sec. serves as a back-up to the CRT and as
the system console.
Tape Drive - HP Model 7970B magnetic tape drive, 45 in /sec.,
800 B.P.I., stores 20 to 24 Mbytes on 2400 inch
tape.
TV Monitor	 - Conrac Model 5211, a 19 in. high quality RGB color
display system. The system is capable of displaying
256 horizontal pixels and 240 vertical pixels in
8 colors.
Modems	 - 9600 baud dedicated line to development system in
Gainesville as a distributed system.
- 1200 Baud full duplex, autodialirg for acquisition
Of satellite data from Suitland, MD.
- 300 Baud full duplex, autodialing for calling 10
automatic weather stations.
AFOS Link	 - listen only link to the Automated Field Operations
System Data General computer through which weather
data and forecasts are acquired.
------------------------------------------------------------------
Data acquisition
Satellite dats
SFFS acquires data from two sources: 1) GOES-3AST and 2) 10
automated weather stations scattered over Peninsular Florida. The
acquist'icn of sa` ,11ite data from GOES-East may occur by either of
two routes: 1) to C, :itland, MD, by 1200 baud land line or 2) by 9000
Claud dedicated line to the development system in Gainesville, Florida.
The Suitland source provides a Florida sector of "he infrared data
once per hour. However, the source is experimental in an operational
envirDnment. The batch program that fills the Florla queue (a series
	 j
o`_' files avcailabl to SFFS by phone) runs on a lower priority than
i
wRn.n-
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most of the operational tasks with the result that the queue is
filled on "'-.e average of 66 4. of the time and When it is filled the
data averages several hours delay. The Gainesville source has been
available s_nce February 22, 1982. Since that date its reliability
has been nearly perfect and the delay but a few minutes. The data
is available every half hour and the sector may be easily changed.
Ip
Fig. 3. SFFS Operational System located in National Weatner
Se.--rice F^recast Office in Ruskin, FL. A TI printeritenninal
and an H? CRT terminal are visible on left. The Con-ac
col-,r n-):iitor, HP 21MX M, extender and Vadic mo.em
c::assis occupy the left hand rack from top to bottom
a :--ag tape and 15 megabit disc occupy right hand
2'r. .
Surface data.
SFFS ac^, •ires surface .,'-)servations from 10 automated weather statio,^3.
Their location s are given in Table 2.
one asto-aated weather station (A'dS) is diagrammed in Figure 4.
The components of the AWS are listed in Table 3. 'Normally, the
A` S ' s are fn`.errOS3t? j once par hour on frost nights beginning near
•
I^
F"	 I
-6-
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------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 2.	 List of key stations serving SFFS, indican ng their
location and affiliation.
------------------------------------------------------------------
No.	 Station	 Location	 A£fili3tion
------------------------------------------------------------------
1	 Tallahassee	 Airport	 b",JS
2 Jacksonville	 Airport
	
N.JS
3 Gainesville	 Horticultural Unit	 IFAS/Fruit Crops
5 miles NW of Gainesville
4 Tavares
5 Ruskin
6 Bartow
7 West Palm Beach
8	 Belleglade
9 Immokalee
Agr. Extension Center
Rural, SW of Tavares
Site of
Ag. Extension Center
Airport
Branch Experiment Station
Branch Experiment Station
IFAS/Extension
NWS
IFAS/Extension
NWS
IFAS/AEC
IFAS/AEC
10 Homestead	 Branch Experiment Station
	 IFAS/AEC
------------------------------------------------------------------
sunset. The success rate is about 95% in acquiring data frcm these
stations largely because the software has been refined to include
numerous attempts for those stations that do not respond initially
or send in data that is suspect. The extent to which the calling
software will press the equipment to be successful in this acquisition
process is controlled by the SFFS scheduling routines. Trial and
error have been effective teachers. Refinements in the software
have been checked against previous renditions to test improvement.
Initially these ground stations were manned by volunteers.
There were a dozen key stations ,alected to represent peninsular
Florida in locations in which volunteers read and reported the
sen31ng3. In the third frost season the 10 remaining stations were
automateJ by the addition of microprocessors manufactured by Darcom.
Data Proces sing
Color coded thermal maps.
SFFS acquires data to process into products tailored to the
needs of the user. The primary products of SFFS are a series of
color-coded maps, often termed thermal maps, displayed on the Conrac
color monitors located in Gainesville (the development system) and
to Ruskin (the operational system). These products fall into two
categories: observed maps and predicted maps. A schedul i ng progr-.m
provides the operator with an opportunity to exercise options by
r
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Fig. 4.	 Diagram of the automatic weather station and its
relationship to the SFFS operational system.
modifying instructions when initiating SFFS operation. Cnce started
(scheduled) SFFS operates on previous instructions, unless there
are chan3e3. Nsrmally, one observed map and three predicted maps
are displayed as the S,nerating programs compete their construction
during each hour of the systems operation. The s_heduliag program
looks Ln an answer file for its instructions concerning the options.
For example, the rather broad range of temperatures from 13 degrees
c to 50 degrees F is often chosen for the initial ther--n1 map display
to assure complete coverage of the data. The operator then has the
opportunity to requast the system to refine the temperature resolution
of the display by requesting a narrower temperature range.
In addition to flexibility in the temperature range per color,
the operator has options in the type of presentation, split screen
permitting; comparison of two thermal maps side by side, or the
enlargement of a particular portion of the screen. With a little
1	 practice the user can slice the temperature range into appropriate
increments that reveal isotherms near critical values for the forecast
or for plant damage.
Bla.:k and white symbols maps.
The big freeze of January 13-14, 1981, revealed that secondary
products from the system were also in demand. Figure 5 is a copy
-8-	
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Table 3.	 List of Components of each of 10 automated weather
stations, part of SFFS
------------------------------------------------------------------
Ite-	 Brief Description
------------------------------------------------------------------
Darcom	 - Microprocessor based data acquisition system
capable of responding to phone interrogation
of its memory.
Air temp. sensors - 3 ea at 1.5, 3.0 and 9.0 meters above the
surface, shielded top and bottom from radiant
exchange, aspirated by wind, for nocturnal
use. Initially, the temperature sensors were
thermocouples but now are thermistors.
Soil temp. sensors - 3 ea at 0, 10 and 50 cm in depth; 3 series
thermistors per sensor for better spatial
integration.
Wind speed	 - R. M. Young 3-cup light-chopper at 10m above
the surface. A GE silicon/Darlington photo
detector (type L-14-F1) and an IR emitter
(Type LED-55B) have been substituted for
------better-counting reliability.
------------------	 ---------------------------
of a printout of the so-called "symbols map." A translation table
has been added that permits the user to translate the symbols in a
particular area into temperatures. The map can be easily reproduced
in quantity and .any of these nave been used by decision makers 'n
the areas of crop transportation, processing, futures, etc. A detail
that becomes apparent in viewing this map is that differentiation
of temperatures ceases below 13.7 degrees F. This is an arbitrary
limitation t-at results from the necessity of assigning a symbol
set to temperat •.re values in order to easily move them through the
MOAA/NTWS progr=a- and into the SFFS queue in Suitland. The raw data
covers a mucn crDaaer temperature range, i.e. -110 degees C to 568
degrees C. covered by 256 c:,ants.
Automa`.=; w-atner s tation temperatures.
A s-co=^ar: p roduct of the system is the printout of the 1.5m
air temperat_, res 
f
rom the a ,.:tomated weather stations. These data
are available f.s:er than those from minimum-temperature thermograph
networ:;s . '_ *- a- product is easily reproduced and inexpensively
duplicate: for mass dissemination.
Predic ted t ermal maps.
Two mc^e:s operate in series to produce the predicted products.
The first, :now:: as P-model , is an energy budget model requiring as
inputs data f7•o^ the key s t ations and estimated or observed dew
points from t:e S -F_, operator. The P­aodel has been pubiisned
^i
u
I^
r.
l
r	
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;. (Sutherland, 1990) and discussed in the literature (Shaw, 1181;
Sutherland, 1931). The "P" in P-model stands for predictive as well
as physical. The model outputs 1.5m air-temperature forecasts for
the remainder of the night, i.e. up to 7AM the following morning.
These forecasts are printed out in tabular firm along with the
previou3iy observed 1.5m air temperatures at the key station for
the operators to view at the system printer. 	 The forecasters use
' these as part cf the input information they have available to sake
their frost warnings for various areas of the state.
``11 The second model, called the S-model, requires the output of
the P-model and the satellite data to produce forecasted satellite
maps.	 The "S" stands for space, statistical and satellite. 	 It Must
build a predicted satellite view, a thermal sap, from the predicted
temperature at 10 locations, into temperatures for each of the 9 km
by 8 km pixels within the borders of the peninsula.	 A matrix of
jcoefficients relates the predicted key station temperatures to pixels
1 surrounding the key station.	 These coefficients primarily describe
the distance between the key station and the pixel to be predicted
but they are one of the ways that recall of the distribution of
!! temperatures in past freezes can be available to the prediction
process.
SFFS Development System
Early in the development of SFFS, IF1S procured a sister
minicomputer system. This avoided the problems of moving the SFFS
operational system back and forth between Ruskin and Gainesville
and prov'_ded a back-up to the Ruskin system during the frost season.
The development system has been kept as compatible as possible ticith
the operational system so that software developed for one runs on
the other. Table 4 lists the components of tae development system.
Data Accui31tiOn
The development system has the capability of acquiring the sane
data as the operational system but with some minor con3ideratiozs.
1. T_^.e development system has a more di`.icult time acquiring
!	
AwS data because a recent change in telephone Policy on the c.::xpus
I	 forced it into -;se of SunCom lines which are notoriously ;sor- noisy
than regular voice grade lines.
2. The operational system acquires the A.FOS data initially and
only po^.ions of it are linked through the dirt^ibuted system 9,600
Baud line to t^e development system.
3. -he development system downlinks the satellite directly and
has the capability of viewingmuch more of tine hemisphere of data
than can be shared with the operational system. However, the 9500
Baud line follows.
r
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Fig. 5.	 January 13-14, 1981 Freeze, as diagrammed wit's a "Symbols"
map. A translation table is superimposed.
The antenna system became operational February 22, 1982. Since
glen SOP !rare has been developed 2'0 take advanta3e of the data being
available on hal°-cour inter 3 als versus hourly, of twice as many
pixels of IR data, and of numerous sectors scattered over the
hemispheric vier of GOES-East. Before GOES-WEST failed the antenna
was occasionally turned to receive Goes- 3st data from it. A send
bi;, sync was added to the system to permit uisition. The data
arrives from the antenna in binary whereas these data are encoded
r
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Table ;.	 Comconents of the SFFS Development System, University
of Florida
	 Gainesville	 Florlda
I:.em
------------------------------------------------------------------
Brief Description
Mini-computer
------------------------------------------------------------------
- Hewlett-Packard Model 2113A (21MX-E) with 768
Kbytes of memory
Terminals - 2 ea.	 HP Model 2645A w/16 Kbytes of self-
contained memory.	 One terminal has a pair of
integrated cassette magnetic to a drives, each
with a capacity of	 112 Kbytes of storage.
- 3 ea HP Model 2621 w/4 Kbytes of memory. 	 One
of these contains an integral thermal printer.
System console - Texas Instruments Model 733A thermal paper type
printer.
Discs ea. HP Model 79FOA discs with 5 Mbyte per
isc
	 (2.5 Mbyte of which is removable.
- 1 ea HP Model 7912P Winchester type disc with
67.5 Mbyte capacity.
Tape drive
- Hp Model 7970B, 800 BPI, 20 to 24 Mbytes per
2400
	 reel.
Printer - HP Model 2635A medium duty impact matrix with
approx.
	
180 characters per second speed. 	 A
keyboard permits use as a back-up terminal.
Television display - Conrac Model RHM-19, 	 19 in.	 TV monitor from
NASA	 RGB, capable of displaying 786 horizontal
pixels and 480 vertical ptxels 	 in 8 colors.
An	 additional white over-lay channel is
non-destructive to under-lain colors.	 This
display s ystem is an intermedia model 	 4601.
Additionally a Hewlett-Packard model 	 91200B
system drives a Panasonic model CT-1910M monitor
displaying 2.56 horizontal pixels and 240 vertical
pixels.
	
The HP system emulates the Ruskin
display system.
Plotter - HP Model 7210 s'-ngle-pen with a resolution of
100 points per in.
MoJ-?-1;
- 1 ea. 9600 Baud dedicated line modem servin g
the otter half of the distributed system link
with the Ruskin machine, Paradyne model M96.
-	 1	 ea.	 300 Baud full duplex autodtal modems
Integrated in a Vadic chassis.
- 2 ea.	 300 Baud full duplex answer-only modem
in same chassis.
- 1 ea.	 1200 Baud full duplex a utodial modem in
S,ime chassis.
- 1 ea.	 30011200 Baud full duplex answer-Only
auto speed detection modern in same chassis.
Antenna interfaoe - HP 12566 data interface card and lab develo ed
and installed hand-shaking signal	 producing
-------------------------------------------------------------
circuits.
------
in t:•he AS_'II character set when com.-aunicated from Suttland. Having
a 9' step range in the latter case versus a 256 step range in the
original binary data cau3es truncation at some point. Thus the
antenna cures a problem that has appeared in the cases of both the
major freezes of '81 and '82 when temperatures fell below the lowest
temperat •are encoded in the Suitland data, i.e. about 13 degrees F.
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Fig. 6.	 SFFS direct downlink from GOES located Just East of
HS/PP Bldg. on the OF Campus in Gainesville, Florida.
Product Dissemination
The primary user of SFFS output is the forecaster. The NOAA/"x,15
forecaster incorporates SFFS information into the frost  warnings
and communicates these to users through the normal communication
channels that have developed over years of NWS service to its clie ntel.
Additional users of SFFS information include all other consumers
showing interes t_ in receiving the information. During the 80-81
frost season, two county extension offices (one in Polk County and 	 1
the other in Lake County) received the thermal maps by an APPLE II 	
^fcomputer link with the Gainesville Minicomputer. During the 81-42
frost season the number of agents linking to the system through the
experimental APPLE. network increased to ten. In the 82-83 season
the IFAS Computer Network- became the scurce of SFFS products for	 U!
IFAS users, i.e. the county agents. The SFFS development system
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	
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Table 3.	 List of components of the Direct Downlink Antenna System,
f a par`. of the SFFS Development System in Gainesville,or-
---------	 --------------------------------------------------------
---=t_c------	 -------Brief-Descripiton
------	 ------------------------------
Ant=nna	 - Scientific Atlanta 5 meter dish Model 3556-5 with
AZ-EL adjustable mount assembly.
Feed'aorn	 - Band pass filter, isolator, low noise amplifier,
dipole receptor, and 1/4 wave cavity.
Cable	 - I.F. bandpass line amp, f ilzer assembly, and power
supply.
Down converter	 - Oscillator, phase lock multiplier, filters, mixer,
post amp, cable drivers, and power supply.
Demoluiator	 PS{ Model 728.
Bit Stream Sync - EMR Model 720 PCM & DECOM Systems Inc. Model 7136
PC^1.
Sectorizer	 - EXR Model 822 Frame synchronizer and Sectorizer,
Simulator and bit error detector.------G03S-PCM
------------	 ----------------------------------------
automatically leads the queues in the IFAS Computer System. 	 APPLE
III's, _B:1 PC's and Zenith Z-100's now have software that permits
them `. i-iterres to either the development system or the IFAS Computer
Sys _:',AX for SFFS products but these programs do not have the
aut )mat4.c acquisition mode that characterizes the APPLE II software
(see ri-z-	 7).	 Growers, media,	 processors,	 etc.	 are expected to
ar range to con- ect with the county computers or to-minals to view
the__a I
 raps, as weli as to obtain other system products through
the cooperative extension service. 	 Table 6 lists the agricultural
extension aEents that are members of the experimental APPLE network.
The -'ntea:=-ted System is the s.= of  the two SFFS systems (the
operational s_yszem in Ruskin with its associated automated weather
stations and the development system in Gainesville with its do•,mlink
antenna system), t:,e IFAS Computer System as a disseminator, and
FAS:'. _igu^e 3 diagrams tha integrated system wit %i the exception
of -.	 w i ^_i :Jill initially interface thl'ough the development System
and late r wits t^e TFAS Computer System.
I '	 FAQ	 t--e -
:Ati^ ec^^e angi5ie as a not-for-profit corporation with a
non-fac::lty (7) 1--oar3 of directors in January of this year. Dr.
F	
Jo" F- Gerber is -on + temporary leave from his OF/IFAS duties to
"~e	 ,e .I iractor of FAST. The a ,_zho- of tis paper
is the principal investigator of a contact between IFAS and FAST to
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Fig. 7. Apple II Plus used as a SFFS terminal. Two disc drives,
a c'_ock, a software controlled modem, and a color monitor
are needed for a complete system capable of automatic
data acquisition, display and archival.
transfer technology to FAST accrued through SFFS devAlopment by the
Climatoioy Laboratory of the Fruit- ^sops Department and to develop
additional products from radar and AFOS sources.
FAST i3 leasing a Cyber 730 and space in a building in the new
research park in Alachua, Fla., from the University of Florida
Foundation (SHAPE). It will supply products similar to those
develooed for SFFS but covering a broader spectrum of weather and
climate in_`or nation reeds. FAST is expected to gradually assume
much of the operational responsibility that the SFFS development
system ha3 accu-mated and in the process acquire support for its
services from members it serves. FAST is likely to develop color
renditions of the following:	 ti
- t-e:_ai maps of GOES IR
- reflectance maps of GOES VIS
- summa r-1 maps of weather radar data
- comp osites of GCES and radar data
- lightning maps
- p'_ctte3 severe weathar advisories and other
1+"4S Forecasts.
-14-
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Table 6.	 APPLE Network Listing, effective February of 1983, in
r:^appro)dmately t' order in which each ^oined the network.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
County	 City	 Agent	 Crop(s) Covered
-------------------------------------------------------------------
-15-
Lak,
(& Orange)
Polk
lade
St. Lucie
Madison
Brooks
Palm Beach
Collier
Highlands
Manatee
Tavares	 John Jackson
(Francis Ferguson)
Bartow	 Torn Oswalt
Homestead	 Seymour Goldweber
Ft. Pierce	 Pete Spyke
Madison	 Jacque Breman
Quitman, GA
	
Henry Carr
Palm Beach
	
Clayton Hutcheson
Naples	 Reggie Brown
Sebring	 Tim Hurner
Bradenton	 Marlowe Iverson
Brian Combs
Citrus, ornamentals
Citrus
Subtropicals,
vegetables
Citrus, Ornamentals
Peaches
Peaches
Citrus, vegetables,
ornamentals
Citrus, IPM
Citrus
Citrus, ornamentals
Citrus
t'
Indian River Ft. Pierce
Lee	 Punta Gorda	 Susan Hedge
	
Citrus, ornamentals
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Two Control Data Corporati -in software pacta,es are expected to
aid the development of these products, i.e. CDC /, cIDAS and INTERSYS.
The characteristics of the system are primarily apparent to
the end user as they are displayed on his sys`_em terminal. The new
Zenith Z-100 dual-processor microcomputer is ba'_ng programmed by
members of the SFFS development team toward testing its ability to
serve as one of many microcomputer systems wit^ -Which the FAST system
expects to be compatible. Sufficient development has occurred in
this software that this microcomputer along with the more typical
SFFS APPLE II Plus is demonstrated during the workshop in which this
paper is presented.
One of the concepts that developed from experiences with SFFS
operation which is expected to benefit the FAST system is the need
to serve members as uniquely as possible with products tailored to
their specific needs. The on-line storage capability of the Cyber
730 is expected to facilitate the handling of n;-erous unique account.
Efforts will be made to ac^umulate and store information in the
member's requests uniquely when their particular site, or the manner
in which they have indicated they intend to use the information,
warrants special processing of of their products.
i
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Fig. 8. Block diagram of the components of the Integrated SFFS
System with the exception of the newest component FAST
which -may be placed above the the SFFS Antenna System
(Direct Access System) and be interfaced initially with
that antenna and to the development system (i.e.
Climatology).
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